Experience the Adventure
Departing Marrakech to the Kasbah Du Toubkal – A Day’s 4x4 Excursion.
Mountain Voyage Morocco are always seeking new and exceptional dimensions to visiting Morocco and
allowing our clients to see areas that most do not. This trip is a full day out and includes lunch at the
renowned Kasbah Du Toubkal, Imlil village in the Atlas Mountains.
Rather than take the main road all the way to Imlil, mid way you leave the main road and descend to a valley
and then climb up to a plateau to eventually descend to Asni and reconnect to the road to the Kasbah. This
is a unique opportunity to see areas of the region that most visitors to Morocco would never experience.
Your off road expert 4x 4 chauffeur will take you over some very interesting terrain for this on and off road
adventure.

On arrival in Imlil village, you take the last 400m or so by foot or, if you prefer, by mule up to the Kasbah du
Toubkal where you will enjoy stunning views and an excellent lunch at 1800m above sea level. .

For your return to Marrakech you may take the usual on road route (90 minutes) or for those
wanting to experience more and a longer ( 4.5 hours) journey, the following page is an option.

Departing from The Kasbah Du Toubkal
Optional return to Marrakech after lunch by road or via this route – The choice is yours.
This part of the trip is even more of an adventure & covers terrain that until recently would have been
impossible to see this way. After leaving the Kasbah and Imlil, you climb (on road) to the top of the pass and
then branch off for a 3.5 hour off road experience with extraordinary views. Your local expert off road 4x4
chauffeur will stop at any time you wish to take photos.

This trip does depend upon weather conditions on the day and in the event of rain or snow, we would be
unable to undertake this adventure.
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